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EFFECT OF HEAT AND POWER EXTRACTION ON TURBOJET-ENGINE
PERFORMANCE. I - ANAJLtiICALMEZHOD OF PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION WITH COMPRESSOR-OUTLETAIR BLEED
By Reece V. Hensley, FrarikE. Rom
and Stanley L. Koutz
The performance of a turbojet engine with air bled off at the
compressor outlet is analytically.investigated. The analysis is
based on the experimentallydetermined characteristicsof the com-
ponents of a typical axial-flow-typetur%ojet engine. Changes in
the matching characteristicsof the engine components and the
change of the mass of working fluid within the cycle are accounted
for in the analysis. A wide range of engine and flight conditions
is covered and-air bleeds from O to 15 percent”of the air mass flow
through the compressor are considered.
The results are presented in non&mensional form to facili-
tate their application to different engines and are applicable for
turbojet engines with pressure ratios of 4 to 5 and turbine-inlet
temperatures of approximately 2000° R. For engines outside this
range as well as for centrifugal-flow-typeengines, the method for’
calculating the effect of air bleed as set forth in this analysis is
still applicable. Results of the analysis are yresented both as
functions of the pressure and temperature ratios across the engine
and in terms of the conventional propulsion-systemcharacteristics
in corrected form: engine speed, turbine-inlet temperature, tail-
pipe-nozzle area, thrust, and specific fuel consumption.
In the course of the analysis, it was found that the over-all
engine temperature and pressure ratios were extremely sensitive to
the tail-pipe-nozzlearea and the prediction of constant-areaper- .
formance was consequentlydifficult. If any given variation of
tail-pipe temperature with air bleed.is used, however, such as
holding tail-pipe temperature constant, excellent checks are
obtained %etween the experimental and analytical performance of
. axial-flow-typeturbojet engines with air bleed.
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INTRODUCTION .
In the operation of current and future aircraft, consider-
able quantities of compressed air may %e required for such uses.
as cabin pressurizationand conditioning, protection against ice
fomation, and boundary-layer control. The m.w=ssed air c=
be okkained,from auxilia~ equipnent; such equipment, however,
requires space and reduces the pay-load capacity of the airplane.
In addition to these disadvantages,the auxiliary equipment must
be designed for peak loads that occui only for small fractions of
the total flight time.
If the airplane is powered by a gas-turbine engine, the amount
of auxiliary equipment needed can le reduced _bybleeding air from .
the compressor outlet. Although tlnissystem has the.advantage of
requiring a mininmm of additional weight and space, bleeding air
from the engine will adversely affect the engine performance.
As part of a program being conducted at the NACA Lewis lab-
oratory to evaluate the various means for obtaining auxiliary power
in aircraft, the effect of bleedi~ air from the compressor outlet
of an axial-flow turbojet engine has been investigated.,Two main
phases are considered: (1) the method of analysis and the develop-
ment of generalized performance charts for a turbojet engine with
air bleed; and (2) the effect of air bleed on specific modes of
engine operation.
The analysis, which is based on experimentally determined
component characteristicsderived from an analysis of unavailable
data obtained during altitude-wind-tunnelinvestigations of a
complete turbojet engine with several-tail-pipe nozzles, is presented
herein. The characteristicswere idealized by fairing a single
curve through the data for several ram pressure ratios and altitudes.
The performance of the basic turbojet engine (ccmibinationof
compressor, combustion chamber, and turbine) is determined.from the
individual component characteristicsby the matching procedure of
reference 1. The matching procedure involves the simultaneous
evshation of compressor and turbine variables such as speedy mass
flw, pressure ratio, and temperature =.tio am the combustion-
chsxibertemperature and pressure ratios. Bleeding air from the
compressor outlet changes these variables and consequently changes
the basic engine performance. Changes in the matching of the com-
ponents as well as changes in the mass flow are taken into account
in the analysis. The performance of the basic engine, as determined
from the matching procedure, is presented in the fo~ of WPiW
.
—.
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characteristics (,&ference2). The mass flow through the engine
is given herein as a function of engine speed; the over-all engine
pressure ratio is given as a function of over-all engine temperature
ratio, engine’speed., and air-bleed ratio.
The performance characteristics of the complete propulsion
system are obtained by matching the characteristics of the engine-
inlet system, the basic engine, and the tail-pipe nozzle. The -
effect of air bleed on propulsion-systemperformance is presentea
in the form of generalized propulsion-systemperformance parameters
from which various
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The following
area, square
problems involving air bleed can be solved.
SYMBOIS
synibolsare used.in this analysis:
feet
discharge coefficient
specific heat at constant
specific heat at constant
net thrust, younds
fuel-air ratio-
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pressure, Btu per pound per %
volume, Btu per pound.per %
acceleration of gravity, feet per second per second
entbalpy change, Btu per pound
flight Mach number
engine speed, rpm
total pressure, pounds per square foot absolute
static pressure, pounds per square foot absolute
heat removed, Btu per hour
‘gasconstant, foot-pounds per pound per %?
totsl temperature, %
.
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mass air flow, pounds per second
mass fuel flow= pouas per hour
mass gas flow, pounds per second
air-bleea ratio> Weed flow/compressor.air flow
ratio of specific heats> cp/cv
ratio of total
l?/2116
ratio of total
temperature,
Subscripts:
o free stream
1 diffuser inlet
2
3
4
5
6
c
r
t
compressor inlet
compressor ou;let
turbine inlet
turbine outlet
pressure to NACA standard sea-level pressure,
temperature to NACA standz&d sea-level
T/519 ,
tail-pipe nozzle
compressor
turbine
ENGINE COMPONENT C!H!U?ACTERISTICS
The first step in the analysis is the determination of the
performance characteristicsof th~ mnuponents of the basic engine,
that is, compressor, combustion chamber, ad turbine. These
characteristicswere determined from altitude-wind--tunnel
.
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investigations of a complete axial-flow turbojet engine equipped
with tail-pipe nozzles of differentsizes in order that an extensive
range of operating conditions c+d be attained for the compressor
and the turbine. Inasmuchas a single curve,was faired through the
data for several ram pressure ratios and altitudes, the Reynolds
number”effect on the component @erfomnanc~ characteristics is not
considered in this analysis. Although variations in engine output
and economy with Reynolds nuniberwuuld be of the first order, it
was considered that these variations with Reynolds number would
have only a second-otier effect on engine-performancechanges due
to air bleed.. The component characteristics idealized in this
manner are shown in figures 1 and 2.
The compressor characteristicsare shown in terms of parameters
convenient for matching in figure 1. The mass flow through the com-
pressor, which is assumed to be independent of pressure ratio, is
given as a function of the engine speed; both factors are corrected
to compressor-inletstagnation conditions. The conipressor-~ower
parameter Wa*cAHc/N53 (referredto as torque parameter in ref-
erence 1) is ~lotte~ as a function of the compressor mass-flow para-
a,cN/83 for constant values of N/fi. All factors aremeter W
corrected-to compressor-outletstagnation conditions and are pre-
sented.as fractions of the rated.values at standsnxlsea-level con-
ditions. The data in figure 1 uniquely detezmine all performance
characteristicsfor the compressor.
Turbine characteristics (fig. 2) are likewise presented in
terms of parameters useful for matching, as idealized from the
experiment’hldata. The pressure ratio across the turbine P4/P5
is plotted as a function of the temperature ratio across the ’turbine
T4/T59 .and the turbine-power parameter Wa,tA~/N54 is given as a
fimction of the turbine mass-flow parameter Wa.tN/54 for constant
values of l’?/~. These characteristicsare given as fractions of
the values obtained when the engine is operating at rated standami
sea-level condition.
Although the component characteristicsused in iievelopingthe
analysis are applicable only to axi’al-fluwengines, the method of “
analysis is applicable to any turbojet engine, either centrifugal.or
axial-flow type, in any tinge of pressure ratios and temperatures.
.
.
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BASSC ENGINE PERFORMANCE
Matching -procedure. - A basic turbojet engine consists of a
compressor, a conibustionchamber, and a turbine o~rating together
in such a manner that the rotative speed of the compressor equals
the rotative speed of the turbine and that the enthalpy change
across the compressor plus the power lost due to friction and heat
transfer is equal to the entbalpy change across the turbine. If the
work obtained from the fuel mass as it passes through the turbine
is assumed equal-to the power lost in friction and heat transfer>
then
W AHc =Wa,tA~a,c
In addition, the mass flows are related as follows:
Wg,t = (l+f/a)(l-13)Wa,c
The combustion-chsziberpressure tiop relates the compressor-outlet
conditionsto the turbine-inlet conditions.
Compressor and turbine.characteristicsare plotted as functions
of parameters that contain the variables W, AH, and N so that
the turbine and compressor characteristicscan be directly related
for the matched condition because of the known relation between com-
pressor and turbine parameters. Thus the compressor characteristics
are plotted as functions of Wa,cAHc/1’?53,Wa,cN/53, and N/~
in figure 1; the turbine characteristicsare plotted as functions
of Wa,tA~/N54, Wa,tN/54, and N/~ in figure 2. The com-
pressor parameters Wa,cAHc/N83 and Wa,cN/53 can be converted to
Wa,cAH#154 and Wa,#/84 by use of the combustion-chsmberpressure
drop. Then the compressor parameters Wa,cAHc/N54 and Wa,cN/54
are exactly equal to the turbine parameters
‘a9tA%@4 and
Wa,#/54 when no air “isbled from the compressor, inasnmch as
~,cA~, Wa,c,w and N for the compressor are equal to Wa,tA~,
‘a)ty and N for the turbine. Both the compressor and turbine ,
characteristicscan therefore be plotted on the same coordinates
(fig. 3). Any point on this chart is therefore an operating point
of the basic turbojet engine. .
If the lines of figure 3 correspondingto operation without
air bleed are ‘considered,selection of a particular point on the
ftgure fixes the values of the parameters ~/fij N/~~
o
m
3
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.
.
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for the matched condition. These parameters can be used, together
with the component characteristics of figures 1 and 2, to determine
the temperature and pressure ratios for the entire engine and for
the engine components at any given corrected speed for the case of
zero air bleed.
Bleeding air from the compressor outlet alters the procedure .
only slightly. With air bleed, the engine performance is affected
by the decrease in the mass of working fluid in the cycle and by
the changed matching conditions of the compressor and the turbine.
Changes in the matching of these two components canbe allowed for
directly on the matching chart (fig. 3). ‘The total work furnished
by the turbine minus the losses due to friction and heat transfer
must eq.md.the work absorbed by the compressor regardless of the
amount of air bleed.. Assuming again that the work obtained from
the fuel mass in passing through the turbine is equal to the losses,
w a,cAEc =Wa,tA~
The ofiinate of figure 3 therefore remains unchanged with air bleed
for both the compressor and the turbine. The relation %etween the
mass-flow parameters is changed, however, because W t is decreased
from Wa,c by the amount of air bled off. Conseque~~ly for a given
percentage air bleed, the turbine-characteristic chart must be
shifted to the right to compensate for the lower mass flow. The
abscissa of the matching chart therefore has two scales, one for
the compressor and one for the turbine, and the lines of constant
N/~ are shifted to the right. The broken lines and the lower
abscissa scele in figure 3 illustrate this shift in turbine coordi-
nates for an air bleed of 5 percent of the compressor air flow. The
matching procedures tith and without air bleed are similar, provided
the correct abscissa scales and N/~ lines are used for the
desired air bleetioff.
The determination of a match point and the subsequent calcu-
lation of the basic engine performance is accomplished in the
following manner: The selection of a point on figure 3 (using an
abscissa scale antilines of constant N/~’ corresponding to the
deslredairbleed) establishes a possible operating condition for m
the compressor-turbinecombination. .The values of N/l&_ and
N/~ detemine the required temperature ratio across the
,,
. . --...—. .- .. . .._.. —..__ -——______
.
8combustion charber
T3/T~ can%e found
NACA ~“
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T4/T3. The compressor temperature ratio
from the coordinates of the matching chart
.,
2053
by means of the relation
= 1 - ~19y
p,ce3
where AHc/e3 can @e f-d from Wa,cAHc/N~3> Wa,cN/~3> ad
N/~. A value of 0.24Btu per IOU~ per WW=J assumed for.
the specific heat
=p,c” The turbine temperature ratio canbe
found in a similar qanner by use of the relation
. Amlue of 0.27
over-all engine
T5 05 ATt
~=q= 1
-q
A&
= 1- 519 cp,tez
Btu per pound per %was assumed for cp,t. The
temperature ratio T5/T2 is then uniquely fixed
for any point on the matching chart, inasnmch as it is the product
of the three known temperature ratios T3/T2) T4/T3>, and T5/T4.
The pressure ratio across the compressor canbe determined
from
where the compressor air flow corrected to compressor-inletcon-
</ditions, wa,c f32 52 iS found from figure 1 using N/@ deter-
mined.from N/~3 and T3/T2. The compressor air flow corrected
~/to comp~ssor-cutlet conditions Wa,c 03 53 is obtained in the
following’manner:
—- .-.
————
—
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wa,c r ‘3 ‘a,cN/8~ ‘4
83 = N/~ ~
9
‘7a,$/64~
where s found from the matching chart (fig. 3) and
N/~
the combustion-charherpressure ratio P4/P3 is assumed equal
to 0.945.
The over-all engine pressure ratio is then the product of
p3/p2> p4/p3> and P5/P4.
Over-all pumping characteristics. - In presenting the Per-
formance of the basic turbojet engine, the method of reference 2 is
used.. The compressor, the combustion chaniher,and the turbine”are
considered a basic turbojet engine or pump, the purpose of which is
to increase the temperature and the pressure of the working fluid
passing through it.. The pumping characteristicsconsist of a curve
of over-all engine pressure ratio as a function of over-all engine
temperature ratio for constant values of engine s~eed and air bleed
and of a curve of engine-inlet mass flow (identicalwith compressor-
inlet mass flow) as a function of engine speed. The variation of
engine pressure ratio with engine temperature ratio is plotted in
figure 4 for air bleeds.of O, 5, 10, and
air flow and for corrected engine speeds
1.1 times the rated values for sea-level
mass flow - engine speed characteristics
15 percent of the compressor
N/@ of 0.9, 1.0, and
static operation. The air
are given in figure 1.
In additionto the over-all engine pressure and temperature
ratios, it maybe desirable to know the turbine-inlek temperature
ratio T4/T2 in order to determine the maximum cycle temperatures.
The turbine-inlet temperature ratio as a function of the over-all
engine temperature ratio is presented in figure 5 for air bleeds of
O to 15 percent of the compressor air flow and for corrected.engine
speeds N/@ of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 times the rated value for sea-
level static opemtion. For the same range of air bleeds and engine
speeds, the compressor temperature and pressul?eratios are presented
as functions of the over-all engine temperature ratio in figures 6
and 7, respectively.
. . .... . . . . .—— —.. ——— . .. . ... _ -——— -.— –-— . . .. . . ——
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PERFORMANCE “
Determination of propulsion parameters. - The propulsion
system is the lasic tur%ojet engine combined with an inlet
system and a tail-pipe nozzle. Performance characteristics of
the basic turbojet engine are oltained by the methods of the
preceding analysis.
Engine-inlet characteristicsare generally presented as
functions of flight Mach number in terms of a pressure ratio,
such as the inlet pressure ratio P2/po. The following values
.
of pJPo (defined herein as ram pressure raiio) were used:
for static engine-inlet conditions
2=099
P() “
and for flight conditions
Tail-pipe-nozzle characteristicswere calculated as functions
of over-all engine pressure and temperature ratios, engine-inlet
pressure ratio, mass flow of gas leaving the engine, and nozzle
area by use of one-dimensionalflow relations and the equation of
continuity. The equations expressing the nozzle characteristics
in a form convenient for the matching of the basic engine and the
tail-pile nozzle are, for the unchoked condition,
‘5
—, =
‘2
and for the choked convergent nozzle, .
.
.
r
.
_——— _—.—
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7+1()_~19’R Z& 7=2
IL
The nozzle characteristicsfrom these eauations are nlotted in
figure 8 for various values of Wg,t~/CdA66z for-a ram~ressure
ratio of 1.35.
The process of matching the nozzle characteristicsthat
incorporate the ram pressure ratio with the basic engine character-
istics determines the propulsion-systemperformance.” For the matched
condition, the mass flows through the component are related as
w a,c F‘2
CdA682 (1+) (1 +
where Wg,t is the tail-pipe mass flow as well as the turbine
mass flow. The corrected compressor.air flow WaQc @J~ canbe
.
found from figure 1 for any given corrected engini speed. Values
are assumed for f/a, and Cd was as&med to be 0.98, so that the
corrected gas flow ~~g,t~/CdA6~ can %e c@cula>ed. for a given
tail-piye area A6. These conditions then establish a definite
line on the nozzle curves, which is plotted across the engine line
for the same speed on the P=/P. - Tc/T9 plane (fig. 9). The
intersection of these lines
consistentwith the assumed
be refined at this point by
ratio T4/T2 from figure 5
T3/T2 from figure 6; these
db
gives th~ v~lues of P5/P2 and ‘P5/T2
fuel-air ratio. The calculation may
finding the turbine-inlet temperature
and the compressor temperature ratio
ratios together with-a value of T2
from the flight conditions may be used ~o determine the com’’ustion
temperature rise so that the method of reference 3 canbe used to
find f/a. In this calculation,the heating value of the fuel was
assumed to be 18,700 Btu per pound and the combustion efficiency to
%e 0.95. With this new f/a, anew nozzle line can’be dravm
across the engine line to determine more accurately the operating.
point of the propulsion system. When the value of T5/T2 is
.
established.in this manner, the turbine-inlet temperature and the
compressor temperature and pressure ratios can be determined for .
.
- — - .= -—.-. .—.. .-— .—— --—. .-. — ....=— ——— .. . . . . ..—..—— —-—
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the propulsion system%y use of figures 5 and 7, respectively. The
corrected net thrust can he calculated by use of the following
equations, which contain the known quantities P5/p2~ p2/PO~ T5/T2>
%,cfil% f/% and the flight Mach number “Mo: for the unchoked
nozzle$
,{[
2= $+:) m
or,.for the choked convergent nozzle,
2 P2 P()
-——
1
()
P5 P2
y+l 3
T
F519 m ‘o va,c ‘2wg
r)
Y-1 #1+~
82
The specific fuel consum~ion is found %ymeans of the expression
Wf
( c)
~ ‘~ (1-P) 3600 ‘
—=
‘n R
e2 Fn/~
Presentation”of.pefiomnce parameters..- The propulsion-
system performance for aifferent operating conditions is presented
in the form of’working charts in figures 10 to 15.
.
*
.
.
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Performance data for operation with a variable-area
nozzle at a ram pressure ratio PJPO of 1.35 are given
13
tail-pipe
in fig-
ures 10 to 12. Parts (a), (b), and (c) of each figure represent
corrected engine speeds of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 times the rated value,
respectively. The net t~st is used as a paremeter in all figures.
In figure 10 the turtine-inlet,temperatureratio and the tail-pipe-
nozzle area are plotted as functions of tineair-bleed ratio. Lines
Q/~2fi
of constant power-removal factor
m
(Btu/lb rated thrust)
are shown on the temperature ratio - air bleed chart to permit entry
into the charts if the heat requirement and either the turbine-
inlet temperature ratio or the required thrust are known. The
values of the yower-removal factor shown are for a rateticompressor
pressure ratio of 4.0. For higher ratea compressor pressure
ratios, the power-removalfactor shoulilbe increased by 0.8 of the
percentage increase in the prekmre ratio. The Tower removed.from
the engine is defined as the work done during compression on”the air
that is bleiloff. When the percentage of air lleea is determined.
from figure 10, the remaining performance parameters canbe deter-
mines from figures 11 ana 12. The thrust specific fuel consumption
ana the equivalent power-removal specific fuel consumption are
given in figure 11. The values of the equivalent power-removal
specific fuel consumption shown are for a ratea compressor pressure
ratio of 4.0. For higher rated.compressor pressure ratios, the
equivalent power-removal specific fuel consumption shoula be
aecreasea by 0.8 of the percentage increase in the pressure ratio.
In the determination of AWf/Q the entire increase in fuel con-
sumption accompanying air bleecl(&ue to the mismatching of the
engine components aniito the removal of more work per unit of mass
flow%hrough the turbine) was chargetito the work in compressing
the air that was blea off. The state of the air blea frumthe engine
is available from the compressor temperature and pressure ratios
given in figwe 12.
I?igures10 to 12 are calculated for a ramyressure ratio of 1.35.
If a range of ram pressure ratios from 1.2 to 1.6 is consicierea,how-
ever, the values of each of the performance parameters shown in fig-
ures 10 to 12 are always within 3 percent of their values for the
ram pressure ratio of 1.35. Consequentlyj the curves in these figures
can be uses with aaequate accuracy for flight conditions within the
range of rem pressure ratios from 1.2 to 1.6. For-static engine-
inlet conditions, how@ver, another set of curves is requireii. Fig- “
ures 13 to 1S are similar to figures 10 to 12, but represent static
inlet conditions. These &ata showthe same general trena as for the
higher ram pressure ratio (1.35) and are appliea in the seinereamer.
_. _—... .—..._.__ —...--—.— .——_._. ——.
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An example illustratingthe use of_the charts in the evalua-
tion of turbojet-engineperformance with air bleed is presented in
the appendtx.
LIMITATIONS OF ANALYSIS
Inasnnzchas the analysis presented herein is
component characteristicsof a Particular engine}
performance prediction for any given engine wOtia
based onthe
the accuracy of
depend on the ‘
degree.of s=larity letwe”en&mponent characteristicsfor the
engine in question and for the engine used in this analysis. lf ,
the components of an engine have characteristicssimilar to those
shown in figures 1 and 2, the relatiori%etween engine temperature
ratio and engine pressure ratio as a function of air bleed will
closely approximate’the data of figure 4.
Inth~ computation of performance data from the operating
points detemined by the intersection of nozzle and engine pumping
characteristics,certain precautionsmust be observed. .The angle
between the nozzle and engine curves is small, and small displacem-
ents of either set of curves for any reason will therefore cause
large shifts in the operating point and consequently in the engine
over-all pressure =a temperature ratios. This statement is
clearly illustrated in figure Z6. The solid lines represent the
nozzle and engine characteristicswith no air bleed and for 10-per-
cent air bleed, assuming no change in nozzle area or compressor
mass flow. The ~shed lines show these curves for 10-percent air
bleed if the compressormass flow were increased 1 percent by
bleeding air. The operating point for 10-percent air bleed.has
moved so that the accompanying increase’inengine temperature
ratio has changed from 3.0 to “8.6percent. Slight discrepancies
in fairing either the nozzle or engine curves will have a similar
effect. . ,.
From the foregoing discussion, it follows that inorder for- ~
the constant-area.operation of two engines to agree, the pumping
characteristicsmust agree almost perfectly. ,Ittherefore cannot
be expected that perfect agreement in operating characteristics
between two enginds with air bleed at.constant area will exist. If
a given temperature requirement tith air bleed.is used (such as con-
stant tur%tne-outlettemperature), however, the agreement in per-
formance between *O engines should be as good as the agreement in
pumping characteristicsif the level of operation (magnit@e of com-
pressor pressure ratio and turbine-inlet temperature) of each engine
is taken into account. Agreement in the over-all pumping.character-
istics does not necessarily mean that the propulsive-systemperfornmnce
. .
-.
.
.
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. .
wil-1agree as well, %ecause percentage changes in propulsive
characteristicsalso depend on the level of operation, that is,
the actusl engine temperatures and pressure ratios. Most current
turbojet engines, however, operate in the same range of tempera-
tures and pressure ratios. Consequently, the pro@sive character-
istics of these engines with air bleea can be aeterminea with
“reasonable accuracy from figures 10 to 15. If tu.rbine-izilet
temperatures are appreciably higher than 2000° R, or if compressor
pressure ratios above 4 or 5 are used, propulsion characteristics
coula be more accurately &etermine& airectly from calculations
“base& on figures 4 to 7 if the component characteristicsare
simjlar: Even though the compon(-ntcharacteristics of an engine
are aifferent from those useilin the present analysis, and the
charts presented herein are consequentlynot applicable, the per-
formance of the engine with air bleed can be iieterminedby apply-
ing the analfiical
Many problems
method developed herein.
.ARPLICA!I’IONSOF ANALYSIS
involving the bleeding of air from the compres-
sor outlet of a-turbojet engine can be solved by the use of tie
charts presenteti. Although the performance calculations are beyond
the intendea scope of this report, considerationmust %e given to
several factors in the application of the analytical results to any
specific problem. Because the working charts are presentea for
correctea engine speeas of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 of rat@ value,
interpolationmust be useri.inCieterminingthe engine”performanqe
at intermmliate s’peeds. Although linear interpolationmay be used
with fair accuracy, greater accuracy can be obtaineclby using
curves that have been faired through the values of the engine para-
meters for the three speeas.
The state of the air available for auxiliary use will usually
differ from the state of the air leaving the compressor (figs. 6,
7, 12, and 15) because of throttling and heat-transfer losses that
are not considereilin this analysis. Considerable losses may be
involved, the magnitudes of which will depena on the aesign of the
bleed system ana on the quantity of airblea off.
In the application of compressor air bleeiito anti-icing
problems (or other problems where the air blea off is uses as a
heat source), the energy availa%le for the desireiiuse may tliffer
from the values shown in fi&res 10 and.13. The values of the
power-removal factor shown are for a ratea compressor pressure
ratio of 4.0. For different values of rated compressor pressure
.
.,
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ratio, the values from figures 10 and 13 should be corrected as
Qretiiouslystated. The power-removal factor represents the energy
available from the %leed air if the temperature is lowered to the
compressor-inlettotel temperature. If the conditio=”of the
problem in~cate that the temperature to which the bleed air can
le lowered is different rrom the compressor-inlettemperature,
a utilization factor must be used in determining the power required
from the engine.
COMPARISON OF ~AL AIR-BLEED
DATA WITH ANALYTICAL VALUES
A comparison between the results of the present’analysis and
experimental results of an air-hleeil investigation is presented in
figures 17and 18. The experimental data were obtained from an
el.tituae-wind-tunnel investigation of an axial-flow-type t~bojet
engine with approximately 25-percent higher rated compressor pres-
sure ratio and 10-percent higher rated turbine-inlet temperature
than the engine used as the basis for the analysis. ExperimentsJ-
%leed data for 91 and 103 percent of rated corrected engine speed
at a ram pressure ratio of 1.2 were o%tained for various exhaust-
nozzle areas and air bleeds from O to I-1percent. The analytical
and experimental results of bleeding air from the compressor out-
let at constant corrected.engine speed.and constant turbine-outlet
temperature are presented.in figure 17. The a@@ical performance
was calculated from the working charts (figs. 10 and 11) for a
ram pressure ratio of 1.35. An excellent check is obtained %etween
the analytical and experimental changes in engine pressure ratio,
thrust, and specific fuel consumption. The slight aiscre~ncies
between the analytical anti experimental changes in engine pressure
ratio are due to differences in the basic characteristics of the
two engines. I)iscrepancies between the analytical and experimental
changes in tbrtist and specific fuel consumption are due to a
conibination of differences in basic engine characteristics, flight
conditions, =a level of operation.
Comparison of figures 17(a) anti17(b) shows that engine speed
had little effect on the percentage changes of engine pressure
ratio, thrust, ati specific fuel co~ptiono Constant-area per-
formance with air bleed can therefore be predicted if the turbine-
outlet temperature is held constant, inasmch as the variation
of engine speed for this mode of operation is slight.
.
.
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The accurate
bleed performance
crepancies in the
17
prediction of constant-area constant-speedair-
is much more difficult, because even slight dis-
Wping cmacteristics will cause large &if-
ferences in the engine temperature and pressure ratios. This effect
is due to the slight angle of intersection between the pumping ana .
nozzle characteristics,as Previously pointea out. A comparison
%etween the analytical and experimental changes in engine tempera-
ture and pressure ratios for constant-syeed, constant-area operation
is presented in figure 18. The discrepancies letween the analfiical
and experimental changes in engine tem~rature and pressure ratios
are large. A fair check on thrust and specific fuel consumption
is obtaineii,however, for values of i3 up to 0.06 or 0.08.
CONCLUDING REMARRS
The performance of an axial-flow-type turbojet engine with
compressor-outletair bleed can be determines by the method pre-
sented herein. The results of this analysis are presentea in terms
of generalized performance charts that are applicable to a wide
range of operating conditions. I?ropulsioncharacteristicswith air
bleea for engines with similar component characteristicsami with
pressure ratios in the range of 4 to 5 and turbine-inlet temperatures
of approximately 2000° R can be determines by the use of these per-
formance charts. The method of the analysis, however, is appli-
cable for any turbojet engine, with a centrifugal or axial-flow
compressor, in any range of compressor pressure ratio and turbine-
inlet temperature.
An excellent check is obtained between analytical and experi-.
mental air-%leea performance at constant tail-pip temperatures.
Because of the high degree of sensitivity of the engines to tail-
pipe-nozzle ties, however, the prediction of constant-area, constant-
speed air-bleea performance is less accurate.
Lewis Flight l?ropulsionLaboratory,
‘NationalAdvisory Committee for
Cleveland, Ohio, September
Aeronautics,
12, 1949.
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APPENTXX - USE OF IWRFORMANCE CHKKLS
The use of the performance charts presented in
to 14 in solving performance Troblems involving air
NACA TN 2053
figures 9
bleed is
illustratedby the following example. A hypothetical engine,
which is similar to existing engines, has the following character-
istics at normal.sea-level rated operation:
Fn/52,1h. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..4000
N/~,~m . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . . . l l l l=10>000
‘4’ % . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1870
Wf/Fn@, lb/(hr)(lbthrist). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0
‘6? Sqft... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* l . l l 1.215
F3/p2 l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.0
T3/T2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.57
.
The engine has a variable-area tail-pipe nozzle and is operating
at rated correctea engine speed. At an altitude of 20,000 feet and
a flight Mach number of 0.7, a “correctednet thrust l?n/~ of
2000 pounds is required from the engine. The airplane requires
500,000 Btu per hour
bleeding air.
From the flight
following values are
to be delivered from the compressor outlet by
conditions
obtained:
P2/Po. .“. . . l . l . l l . .,
P2, 1%/sq ft absolute . .‘. . .
T2> % . . . . . . . . . . . .
%“”””””””””””””
ez . . . . . l . l l . . l . l
and.the inlet characteristics,the
.
l ***** l ***** l . 1.352
l .***. l .*.** .* 1315
. ..0.. .*.*.0 l * 492
. . . . . . . . . . l *OO 0.623
. . . . . l .**. l *.* .948
Inasmuchas the ram”pressure ratio falls within the range of 1.2 to
1.6, figures 10 to 12 are applicable. Because the engine is operat-
ing at rated corrected speed, parts (b) of these figures should be
used.
In order to enter the figures, it is necessary to evaluate the
Fn/b2 Q/~ ~
thrust parameter (Fn/82)r and the power-removal factor m
.
.
.
.
“
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.
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1
corrected.net thrustThe first parameter is simply the
of 2000 divided by 4000, or
evaluated as
0.5. The power-removal factor is
k’
CA
o
500,000/0.623=
4000
206
(fig. 10(b)) is 5.18 percent of the
=
Then the air bleed required
compressor air flow. The remaining peforqance ya&me%ers are
Fn/52obtained from figures 10 to 12 with the air bleed and
m
Imolm. The results are presented in fractional aud absolute form
in the following table; the absolute values are found by applying
the appropriate rated sea-levelengine-performanceparameters and .
‘dues ‘f ’22
(thefractional
from
.
l .
reference4, to
0.849
from the figures:
T4/T2
‘~””
‘4> %..
A6/(A6)r . .
. A6, Sq ft. l
lif/Fn
‘~ “
k.
.
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l
.
.
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l
.
.
.
l
l
l
.
.
.
.
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l
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.
l
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.
. 1505.
l
.
.
l
.
.
l
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 1.08
l 1..31
1.403
1.368
x 10-4
0.855
. 3.42
0.958
. 740
l
.
.
Wf/Fn lb/(hr)(lb-bhrust)
AWf/Q, lb/Btu .
.
.
.
l
.
.
l
.
l
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
‘3/p2
=“
‘3/p2 . .
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
l
. .
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
l
.
l
.
‘3/T2
m“
.
.
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Figure 10. - Continued. Variation of tail-pipe-nozzlearea, turbine-inlettemperature
ratio, and power-removalfactor with alr bleed and thrust for variable-areataLl-
pipe nozzle and ram pressure ratio of 1.35.
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and power-removalfactor with air bleed and thrust for variable-areatail-pipe
nozzle and ram pressure ratio of 0.99.
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Figure 13. - Continued. Varlatlon of tail-pipe-nozzlearea, turbine-inlettempera-
ture ratio, and power-removalfactorwith air bleed and $iwust for variable+irea
tall-pipenozzle and ram pressure ratio of 0.99.
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Figure 13. - Concluded. Variation of tall-pipe-nozzle~rea, turbine-inlettempera-
ture ratio, and power-removalfactor with air bleed and thrust for variable-area
tall-pipenozzle and ram pressure ratio of 0.99.
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Figure M. - Variationof specificfuel consumptionwith air bleed and thrust for
variable-areatail-pipenozzle and ram pressureratio of 0.99.
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F@ure 14. - Concluded. VariatLonof speclflcfuel consumptionwlti alr bleed and
thrust for variable-areatail-pipenozzle and ram pressureratio of 0.99.
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Figure 15. - Variation of compressortemperatureratio and compressorpressure ratio
with air bleed and thrust for variable-areatall-pipenozzle and ram
of 0.99.
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Figure 15. - Continued. Variation of compressortemperature
pressure ratio with air bleed and thrust for variable-area
ram pressure ratio of 0.99.
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Figure 15. - Concluded.’Variation of compressortemperatureratio and compressor
pressure ratio with air bleed and thrust for variable-areatail-pipenozzle and
ram pressure ratio of 0.99.
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